


Product Overview 

Law enforcement recorder is a prominent enforcement field audio and video 

recording product of our company, applying multiple latest video and audio 

processing technologies. With comprehensive functions and reliable performance, 

it can be widely used by public security organ, procuratorial organ, people's court, 

judicial organ, People's Armed Police, industry and commerce organ, tax authority 

and other law-enforcing departments. At the scene of law enforcement, law 

executors can use the equipment to record the conditions at the scene, collect 

evidence, standardize law-enforcing conduct, play back the picture of scene and 

assure the accuracy and fairness of law enforcement. 
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Main Features 

01.Function of strong night vision, able to see the facial appearance of humans clearly within

1 Om in complete darkness.

02.Double-filter switcher, no color cast in the daytime, clearer in the nighttime.

03.Unable to look up or delete the data of recording files, unless authorized.

04.One-key remote operation (optional).

OS.Function of character superimposition, all videos and pictures will be attached with time, 

device ID, police ID and other information, they are unable to be edited or rearranged, 

providing more effective legal evidence. 

OS.Super-long filename, filenames of all video files include device ID, time, police ID and other 

information, convenient for data archiving and retrieving. 

07.Can be fitted with external camera (AVIN function). Cameras of various models are available,

such as Bluetooth camera, button camera, and camera equipped on the brim of hat, etc.

OS.Full HD 1080P video recording. 
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7. You have finished resetting the password of your police body camera.

When you connect your Police body camera with PC, you can input

your own password on your Police Body Camera to download and edit

the videos and pictures you have taken.
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